
The Harmonist Faction, also known as the Imperial Harmony Party, is a splinter group of the
Severian Principate based on Sirmium. The Harmonists are led by the Princpate's Triumvir of
Oaths, Vairya Muktiba. The Harmonists are ideologically distinct from their counterparts in the
Restorers faction on how to handle the escaped prisoners following the events on Tenexir. While
the Harmonists emphasize dialogue and leading through example the Restorers believe in the
liberal use of force to establish order.

The seeds that would form the Harmonist faction were planted shortly after the Tenexir uprising
when the Triumvir of Steel, Kamlin Xarel and the Triumvir of Words, Adlez Freewoman began
meeting in secret without their counterpart Vaiyra. Disagreements over how to handle the threat
posed by the escaped prisoners blossomed into Vairya formally gaining recognition of the
Imperial Harmony Party as a party within the Principate Senate.

The conflict between the Harmonists and the Restorers exploded on the planet Dandoran when
representatives from both factions, alongside those of the Tenaxir Remnants unknowingly
attended the same Hutt auction to purchase rare crystals. Chaos ensued at the auction and
shooting between all sides began. Unwilling to pledge the organization as a whole, the Grand
Master of the Dark Brotherhood gave his blessing for clans and members to take advantage of
the situation on Dandoran and aid whichever faction they chose.

As the fighting on Dandoran escalated, the leader of the Restorers revealed a new weapon
created using the mysterious crystals and volunteers from the Principate military. These
enhanced soldiers, known as Restorer Troopers, were unleashed into the fray only to be
upstaged by yet another faction led by a mysterious Seer unleashing seemingly improved
versions of crystal-sentient hybrids known as Ascended to slaughter everyone present.

Faced with this out of control situation, Vaiyra confronted her Triumvir colleague in a command
tent. It is currently unknown how that confrontation resolved itself.


